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Abstract
Automatic document summarization aims to001
produce a concise summary covering the input002
document’s salient content. Within a report003
document, both the textual and non-textual con-004
tent (e.g., tables and figures) can be important005
information sources for the summary. How-006
ever, most available document summarization007
datasets focus on the text and filter out the non-008
textual content. Missing tabular data can limit009
the informativeness of produced summaries,010
especially when target summaries require to011
cover quantitative descriptions of critical met-012
rics, whose numerical information is usually013
kept in tables. In this paper, we address this014
issue by introducing REDTABS, the first col-015
lection of large-scale datasets for long text and016
multi-table summarization. Built on compa-017
nies’ annual reports, it includes three large-018
scale datasets for summarizing these compa-019
nies’ business, results of operations, and over-020
all conditions, respectively. We also present021
the Segment-Alignment-based long Text and022
multi-Table summarization (SATT) method in-023
corporating textual and tabular data into the024
summarization process. Besides, we propose a025
set of automatic evaluation metrics to assess the026
numerical information in summaries produced027
by summarization models. Dataset analyses028
and experimental results reveal the importance029
of incorporating textual and tabular data into030
the report document summarization. We will031
release our data and code to facilitate advances032
in summarization and text generation research.033

1 Introduction034

Automatic document summarization is the pro-035

cess of producing a concise summary covering036

the salient information within the input document.037

In recent years, both large-scale summarization038

datasets and the progress in neural summarization039

approaches boosted the progressive improvements040

in the quality of produced summaries.There have041

been various document summarization datasets col-042

lected from different domains, including the news043

articles (Hermann et al., 2015; Grusky et al., 2018; 044

Fabbri et al., 2019), scientific literature (Cohan 045

et al., 2018; Sharma et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2020), 046

and law document (Eidelman, 2019). 047

These datasets usually regard input documents’ 048

non-textual content as noises and filter them out. 049

When the target summaries only focus on the nar- 050

ratives and qualitative descriptions, removing non- 051

textual content has little effect because textual con- 052

tent already contains most of the required informa- 053

tion. However, when it comes to report documents, 054

like companies’ annual reports, their summaries 055

should cover both the narrative content and quanti- 056

tative descriptions of some critical metrics because 057

their numerical information is crucial for readers’ 058

analysis and decision-making (SEC, 2021). As 059

shown in Table 1, gold summaries in our collected 060

financial reports usually contain more numerical 061

information compared with that of previous sum- 062

marization datasets. We also discover that about 063

two-thirds of the numerical values in our gold sum- 064

maries cannot be found in the corresponding input 065

textual content. Missing tabular data can limit the 066

informativeness of produced summaries, especially 067

when target summaries require to cover quantitative 068

descriptions of critical metrics, whose numerical 069

information is usually kept in tables. 070

In this paper, we introduce REDTABS, the 071

first collection of datasets for long text and multi- 072

table summarization. To deal with the scarcity of 073

available data, we develop a toolkit for extract- 074

ing the textual and tabular data from numerous 075

financial report documents and construct a corpus 076

containing 21,125 annual reports from 3,794 com- 077

panies. Based on this corpus, we build up three 078

datasets named REDTABS-Overview, REDTABS- 079

ROO, and REDTABS-MD&A for summarizing 080

these companies’ business, results of operations, 081

and overall conditions, respectively. The average 082

input text lengths of these three datasets range from 083

4,000 to 20,000 words. And the input also include 084
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tens of tables’ information in REDTABS-ROO and085

REDTABS-MD&A. The average gold summary086

lengths of these three datasets range from about087

260 to nearly 1,500 words.088

Because unstructured textual data and structured089

tabular data have different natures, it is not appro-090

priate to directly treat tabular data as a part of the091

text sequence. To utilize tabular data in report doc-092

uments, we solve a series of problems, including093

the data record extraction, salient content selection,094

incorporating both textual and tabular data into095

the summarization process. Meanwhile, we adopt096

the sparse attention mechanism and the segment-097

alignment-based training approach to deal with the098

long input and output text sequences.099

We benchmark advanced extractive and abstrac-100

tive summarization models as baselines on our101

three summarization datasets. To compare these102

models’ performance, we conduct both automatic103

evaluation and human evaluation. In addition to the104

commonly used ROUGE scores (Lin, 2004), we105

also propose a set of automatic evaluation metrics106

to assess the numerical information in produced107

summaries. And experimental results show that our108

proposed method outperforms competitive baseline109

models when target summaries need to cover many110

quantitative descriptions.111

Our contribution is threefold:112

• We build REDTABS, the first collection of113

large-scale datasets for long text and multi-114

table summarization, and develop a report115

parsing toolkit to deal with the data scarcity.116

• We propose a method incorporating textual117

and tabular data into summarization, and it118

outperforms other baselines on our datasets.119

• We propose a set of evaluation metrics to eval-120

uate the selection of financial data contained121

in produced summaries.122

2 Related Work123

2.1 Automatic Document Summarization124

Previous text summarization methods can be gen-125

erally classified into two categories: extractive and126

abstractive summarization methods. Extractive127

methods (Erkan and Radev, 2004; Mihalcea and128

Tarau, 2004; Liu and Lapata, 2019) select a subset129

of important sentences from input documents to130

form summaries. While abstractive methods (Rush131

et al., 2015; Nallapati et al., 2016; Chopra et al.,132

2016; Gehrmann et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2020) 133

capture and encode the salient content from input 134

documents as the condition for generating novel 135

sentences as summaries. 136

In addition to those datasets mentioned in the 137

Introduction section, the Financial Narrative Sum- 138

marisation (FNS) shared task in 2021 (Zmandar 139

et al., 2021; El-Haj et al., 2020) delivered a dataset 140

of annual reports from UK firms listed on the Lon- 141

don Stock Exchange (LSE). But they still regard 142

tabular data as noises and only focus on summariz- 143

ing the narratives in companies’ annual reports. 144

2.2 Table Summarization 145

There have been some existing datasets for table 146

summarization or table-to-text generation, like the 147

WEATHERGOV (Liang et al., 2009), WikiBio (Le- 148

bret et al., 2016), ROTOWIRE (Wiseman et al., 149

2017), and SBNATION (Wiseman et al., 2017). 150

But they are usually limited to generating a short 151

description for a single table with fixed schema, and 152

they mainly focus on cell-level or row-level content 153

selection from a single table. However, there could 154

be tens of tables in annual report documents, and 155

the gold summaries can combine the information 156

from different tables, which makes the table-level 157

content selection and integration very important. 158

In addition to multi-table summarization, we ob- 159

serve that human-written summaries can combine 160

the information from the input text content and 161

tabular data from multiple tables within the report 162

document. To fill in the gap between the properties 163

of existing table summarization datasets and the 164

actual requirements of report document summariza- 165

tion, we build a collection of new datasets for long 166

text and multi-table summarization. 167

3 REDTABS Datasets 168

In this section, we first present our data sources 169

and procedures of data collaboration and pre- 170

processing. And then, we will introduce our three 171

summarization datasets in REDTABS. We also con- 172

duct the descriptive statistics and in-depth analysis 173

of these datasets and compare them with other com- 174

monly used document summarization datasets. 175

3.1 Data Source 176

We collected companies’ annual reports on Form 177

10-K from the Electronic Data Gathering, Anal- 178

ysis, and Retrieval (EDGAR) system maintained 179

by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 180
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Dataset Pairs Words
(Doc)

Sents
(Doc)

Words
(Sum)

Sents
(Sum)

Numbers
(Sum)

% Covered
Numbers Cov. Comp.

CNN/DM 312,085 810.6 39.8 56.2 3.7 0.57 78.65 0.85 13.0
PubMed 133,215 3049.0 87.47 202.4 6.8 3.29 68.21 0.79 16.2
arXiv 215,913 6029.9 205.67 272.7 9.6 0.71 53.93 0.87 39.8

REDTABS-Overview 21,125 4,000.03 125.45 264.99 8.13 3.27 36.75 0.88 20.31
REDTABS-ROO 21,024 20107.80 584.80 660.74 16.26 24.32 26.25 0.94 31.24
REDTABS-MD&A 21,125 19382.08 564.22 1495.44 42.70 27.26 25.97 0.94 12.97

Table 1: Statistical information of our three summarization datasets. "Pairs" denotes the number of examples.
"Words" and "Sents" indicate the average number of words and sentences in input text or gold summary. "Numbers"
represents the average number of numerical values included in the gold summary, and "Covered Numbers" is the
proportion of the gold summary’s numerical value that can be found in the input text. "Cov." is the extractive
fragment coverage, and "Comp." is the compression ratio of gold summaries (Grusky et al., 2018).

(SEC)1. The SEC makes companies’ regular filings181

available to the public through the EDGAR system.182

Among these filings, Form 10-K is the most com-183

monly filed form. And it is the annual report that184

comprehensively describes a company’s financial185

performance in the prior fiscal year (SEC, 2021).186

The SEC stipulates the format and required con-187

tent of the Form 10-K, which usually contains four188

parts and sixteen items (SEC). And the seventh189

item "Management’s Discussion and Analysis of190

Financial Condition and Results of Operations"191

(MD&A) is the management’s narrative of the re-192

sults of operations, liquidity, and capital resources193

of a company, according to item 303 of Regulation194

S-K (NARA). The MD&A includes management’s195

identification of the important information for the196

accurate understanding of the company’s financial197

position and operating results (SEC, 2002). And198

we noticed that some parts of the MD&A can be199

regarded as summaries of the company’s business,200

results of operations, and the overall financial and201

operations results in the annual report.202

3.2 Data Collection and Pre-processing203

In this subsection, we discuss our pipeline for data204

collection, pre-processing, and selection. Firstly,205

we collect the HTML files of 10-K forms from the206

EDGAR system and remove duplicate files. To207

parse these HTML files, we develop a rule-based208

parsing toolkit, which can extract the text and ta-209

bles in each item of 10-K forms and remove noises210

(e.g., the cover pages before the first item and spe-211

cial characters used to compose a style). Compared212

with text extraction, tabular data extraction needs213

more steps, including tables’ position identification,214

table content parsing, data format transformation,215

1https://www.sec.gov/edgar/searchedgar/companysearch.html

and alignment with text. After identifying a table in 216

the report document, the toolkit can remove blank 217

cells and convert each cell in the extracted table 218

into a fixed format record, including the cell value 219

and the name and index of the row and column to 220

which it belongs. And we will extract and concate- 221

nate nested row names or column names. After 222

separating each table from the text, we replace it 223

with a special token containing the table’s index in 224

the original document to support the alignment of 225

the text and table content. These extracted items’ 226

text and tables will be stored in separate JSON 227

files. Some of them will be combined as inputs 228

for our three summarization datasets. And we also 229

extract some sub-sections in the MD&A as the gold 230

summaries for these datasets. 231

We also conduct some operations to select sam- 232

ples, including removing outliers with the too-short 233

input text, truncating the input text and gold sum- 234

maries, and splitting the training (80%), validation 235

(10%), and test (10%) sets. Considering that annual 236

reports of the same company in different years have 237

great overlaps, we divide these sets by company to 238

minimize overlaps among these three sets. 239

3.3 Summarization Datasets 240

Based on the collected annual report corpus, we 241

define three summarization datasets: REDTABS- 242

Overview, REDTABS-ROO, and REDTABS- 243

MD&A. And they aim to produce summaries of dif- 244

ferent lengths to summarize the report documents’ 245

different aspects of information. Their statistical in- 246

formation is shown in Table 1. We count the numer- 247

ical information in gold summaries of these three 248

datasets and find that a large proportion of them 249

cannot be found in the text of input documents. 250

Besides, gold summaries in REDTABS-ROO and 251

REDTABS-MD&A contain much more numerical 252
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information compared with that of previous summa-253

rization datasets. The following subsections will254

introduce the definitions and properties of these255

three datasets.256

3.3.1 REDTABS-Overview257

This dataset aims to produce the first three hundred258

words in the overview part of the MD&A, given259

the first four thousand words in Form 10-K (start260

from the first item named Business). We calculate261

input sections’ recall of n-grams in the overview262

part of the MD&A, and find the overview is highly263

correlated with the first item named Business in264

Form 10-K. In our case study, we find that the265

first three hundred words in the overview usually266

summarize the company’s business.267

As shown in Table 1, this dataset’s average input268

length and target output length are similar to pre-269

vious academic literature summarization datasets.270

We further analyze gold summaries’ content and271

find out they usually cover the narrative informa-272

tion and qualitative descriptions. We also count the273

numerical information in gold summaries and find274

few quantitative descriptions, which is also simi-275

lar to previous summarization datasets. Consider-276

ing these similarities, previous text summarization277

model should be able to adapt to this dataset.278

3.3.2 REDTABS-ROO279

The results of operations is a required part in280

MD&A, in which the company’s management usu-281

ally compares and explains the revenue and ex-282

pense items in the current period and that of the283

prior period (SEC). As our statistical results reveal,284

the results of operations part usually contains a lot285

of numerical information, which is necessary for286

readers to analyze the company and make invest-287

ment decisions. Compared with the previous sum-288

marization datasets, the REDTABS-ROO requires289

summarization systems to produce more quantita-290

tive descriptions of some critical metrics. However,291

nearly three-quarters of the numerical information292

cannot be found in the input textual content, as293

shown in Table 1. Because some of the critical nu-294

merical information is kept in the tabular data, it is295

appropriate to incorporate them into summarization296

models as a part of the input.297

We define the summarization task on the298

REDTABS-ROO dataset as generating the results299

of operations part in MD&A, given the text content300

from the rest parts and all tables in the report. To301

prepare the input data, we truncate the text before302

and after the results of operations part and concate- 303

nate the two truncated parts as the input text. Text 304

and table selection will be discussed in 4.1. Con- 305

sidering unstructured textual data and structured 306

tabular data have different natures, it brings new 307

challenges for text summarization models to utilize 308

the tabular data. 309

3.3.3 REDTABS-MD&A 310

Gold summaries in previous summarization 311

datasets usually contain no more than a few hun- 312

dred words, which can be enough for documents 313

that are not too long. For the extreme long docu- 314

ments (e.g., books or financial reports), their sum- 315

maries should be longer than that of short docu- 316

ments. And the extended summary should com- 317

prehensively cover different aspects of informa- 318

tion in long documents. In our REDTABS-MD&A 319

dataset, gold summaries are the first 1,500 words 320

of the original MD&A item, and the inputs include 321

the textual content from other items and all the ta- 322

bles in the Form 10-K. Long inputs and outputs 323

will bring a series of challenging issues: select- 324

ing salient content from the long text and multiple 325

tables, ensuring the informativeness, fluency, and 326

non-redundancy of the produced summaries, and 327

improving the efficiency of training and inference. 328

3.4 Evaluation Metrics 329

In addition to the commonly used evaluation met- 330

rics, like ROUGE scores (Lin, 2004), we propose a 331

set of evaluation metrics to evaluate the selection 332

of numerical information in produced summaries. 333

We use D, S, and H to denote the input document, 334

human-written gold summary, and the summary 335

produced by a summarization model. Dn, Sn, and 336

Hn represent sets of numbers contained in them, 337

and |Dn|, |Sn|, |Hn| denote these number sets’ size. 338

For a produced summary H , we first extract the 339

number set Hn from it.2 An then, we check if these 340

numbers are contained in the gold summary S and 341

M(Hn, Sn) count numbers contained in both the 342

produced summary H and the gold summary S. 343

M(Dn, Sn) count numbers contained in both the 344

input document D and the gold summary S. 345

We mainly consider three metrics: Number Pre- 346

cision (NP), Number Coverage (NC), and Number 347

Selection (NS). Number precision is the ratio of 348

numbers in the produced summary that also ap- 349

pears in the gold summary. Calculated by Equation 350

2We do not count the date and numbers belonging to a
word, like covid-19.
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(1), it measures how well the produced summary351

matches the gold summary in terms of contained352

numbers. Number coverage measures how well353

the produced summary covers the numbers in the354

gold summary that also appear in the input docu-355

ment. Some of the numbers in the gold summary356

cannot be directly found in the input document357

(including textual and tabular data) and need nu-358

merical reasoning, and some of them may be lost359

when preparing the summarization model’s inputs,360

which can limit produced summary’s number re-361

call computed by Equation (2b). To evaluate the362

summarization model’s coverage capability, we di-363

vide the produced summary’s number recall by the364

input document’s number recall in Equation (2c).365

Number selection calculates the harmonic mean of366

NP and NC in Equation (3) and reflects the quality367

of number selection in the produced summary.368

NP(Hn, Sn)=
M(Hn, Sn)

|Hn|
(1)369

NC(Dn, Hn, Sn)=
NR(Hn, Sn)∗ |Sn|

M(Dn, Sn)
(2a)370

NR(Hn, Sn)=
M(Hn, Sn)

|Sn|
(2b)371

NC(Dn, Hn, Sn)=
M(Hn, Sn)

M(Dn, Sn)
(2c)372

NS(Dn, Hn, Sn)=
2 ∗NP ∗NC
NP+NC

(3)373

4 Summarization Method374

Our datasets bring several challenging issues for375

summarization methods, including selecting the376

salient content from the extremely long input text377

sequence and multiple tables, incorporating the un-378

structured textual and structured tabular data into379

the summarization model, and efficiently process-380

ing the long input and output sequences. To demon-381

strate the usage of REDTABS datasets, we propose382

the Segment Alignment based long Text and multi-383

Table summarization (SATT) method. And we will384

present our approaches to deal with above challeng-385

ing issues in following subsections.386

4.1 Content Selection387

In long document summarization, adding a content388

selection step to prepare the inputs for the abstrac-389

tive summarization model is important. Accurately390

selecting the salient content can be challenging,391

especially when the salient content is scattered in 392

different sections of text and multiple tables. 393

After these preprocessing steps discussed in sub- 394

section 3.2, we can get the long text from multiple 395

sections and numerous data records from tens of 396

tables in a report document. In our experiments, we 397

truncate and segment the input long text to a limited 398

length and select important data records that should 399

be mentioned in produced summaries. Since the 400

important financial data can be scattered in differ- 401

ent tables, finding them from numerous extracted 402

records can be challenging. We select important 403

records by using pre-defined rules. For the mul- 404

tiple tables in the report document, our rule pref- 405

erence tables appearing near the target summary 406

text since they are most likely to be mentioned in 407

the target summary. Within one table, we select 408

columns describing data for the most recent two 409

fiscal years because the management is required to 410

discuss the material changes of financial condition 411

and results of operations from the preceding year 412

in the MD&A (SEC). 413

4.2 Incorporating Textual and Tabular Data 414

To incorporate unstructured textual data and struc- 415

tured tabular data into the summarization process, 416

we combine the template-based data-to-text genera- 417

tion method and the neural summarization method. 418

We discover that most table cells usually describe 419

values or changes of accounting elements, includ- 420

ing asset, liability, equity, revenue, and expense. 421

And there are limited types of relations between 422

the cell value and corresponding name of row or 423

column, which can be classified and handled by pre- 424

defined rules. Therefore, we utilize a data-to-text 425

generation method based on predefined templates 426

to covert each selected data record to a sentence, 427

and these sentences will be concatenated as the re- 428

sult of data-to-text generation. After that, we will 429

concatenate the selected input text and results of 430

data-to-text generation as the input of the neural 431

summarization model. 432

4.3 Dealing with Long Inputs and Outputs 433

Previous abstractive text summarization methods 434

usually focus on generating short summaries con- 435

taining no more than a few hundred words for the 436

input document containing hundreds or thousands 437

of words. On the contrary, input documents in our 438

REDTABS-ROO and REDTABS-MD&A datasets 439

contain tens of thousands of words, and the average 440

length of gold summaries in REDTABS-MD&A 441
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is close to 1,500 words. Extremely long inputs442

and outputs will bring a series of problems: 1)443

The widely used self-attention mechanism in the444

transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017) scales445

quadratically with the number of tokens in the input446

sequence, which is prohibitively expensive for long447

input (Choromanski et al., 2020) and precludes the448

usage of large pre-trained models with limited com-449

putational resources. 2) The salient content can be450

scattered in different parts of the long input docu-451

ments, making it more challenging to identify and452

cover them. 3) Long target summaries can contain453

multiple sections written in different ways and fo-454

cus on various aspects of information. Previous455

abstractive summarization methods usually adopt456

autoregressive decoding, which has difficulty in457

generating well-organized long summaries.458

To deal with the first problem, we adopt the459

sparse attention mechanisms, including the ran-460

dom attention, window local attention, and global461

attention in (Zaheer et al., 2020) in our encoder462

part. Although sparse attention mechanisms can re-463

duce the complexity of transformer-based summa-464

rization models, it is still difficult to directly train465

large models on extremely long inputs with limited466

GPU memory resources. Therefore, we further de-467

compose the problem of long summary generation468

into multiple sub-problems of summary segment469

generation and adopt the segment-alignment-based470

training approach to train multiple summarization471

models generating different summary segments in472

parallel. During inference, the output summary473

segments of these models will be concatenated to474

form the final summary.475

After dividing the long input document and sum-476

mary into several segments, we need to find mul-477

tiple input segments that should be aligned with478

each summary segment to form a sample pair. In479

our experiments, we first calculate the proportion480

of each summary segment’s n-grams 3 that can be481

covered by each input segment. And we discover482

that all summary segments have strong connections483

with the first input segment, which usually briefly484

introduces the company’s business. The reason is485

that all discussions on the company’s financial con-486

dition should be based on the company’s business.487

In addition to the first input segment, we match488

another input segment for each summary segment489

with a greedy method and avoid reusing other input490

3We use the average recall of unigram, bigram, trigram,
and 5-gram

Method R-1 R-2 R-L

LexRank 36.01 10.69 18.11
TextRank 36.07 10.20 18.40
BertExt 25.53 11.45 21.18

CopyTransformer 47.01 26.05 32.30
BertAbs 45.71 33.56 42.84
BART 49.71 28.27 34.24
PEGASUS 48.00 24.70 30.78
BigBird-PEGASUS 48.65 25.59 31.70

Table 2: Evaluation results on the REDTABS-Overview
test set.

segments to minimize repetitions and maximize the 491

informativeness of the merged summary. 492

The segment-alignment-based training approach 493

parallelizes model training and inference. It brings 494

several benefits, including reducing the require- 495

ments for memory size, improving the efficiency of 496

the summarization method, and making full use of 497

advanced pre-trained models, which can effectively 498

model hundreds or thousands of tokens. 499

5 Experiments 500

5.1 Baselines 501

In our experiments, we compare different types of 502

baseline models, including extractive and abstrac- 503

tive summarization models. 504

LexRank and TextRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004; 505

Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) are two graph-based 506

ranking methods that can be used for unsupervised 507

extractive summarization. 508

BertExt (Liu and Lapata, 2019) stacks additional 509

transformer layers on top of the BERT model (De- 510

vlin et al., 2019) to capture document-level features 511

for extractive summarization. 512

CopyTransformer (Gehrmann et al., 2018; Fabbri 513

et al., 2019) adds the copy mechanism (See et al., 514

2017) to the transformer model (Vaswani et al., 515

2017) for abstractive summarization. 516

BertAbs (Liu and Lapata, 2019) utilizes the BERT 517

model as the encoder and a randomly initialized 518

decoder for abstractive summarization. 519

BART (Lewis et al., 2020) is a denoising autoen- 520

coder built with a sequence-to-sequence model that 521

is pretrained to reconstruct the original input text 522

from the corrupted text. 523

PEGASUS (Zhang et al., 2020) is a transformer- 524

based model pretrained with the Gap Sentences 525

Generation (GSG) and Masked Language Model 526

(MLM) objectives. 527
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REDTABS-ROO Dataset

Method Segment 1 Segment 2 Combined
R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

LexRank 34.64 8.88 16.42 35.73 9.76 17.20 34.43 7.73 14.92
TextRank 35.15 9.06 16.65 36.00 9.79 17.20 35.93 7.74 15.08
BART 43.13 13.82 21.10 40.99 11.74 18.38 49.00 16.88 19.14
PEGASUS 44.79 15.17 21.53 44.46 14.21 19.70 51.92 19.31 21.47
BigBird-PEGASUS 46.25 16.78 22.67 45.34 15.28 20.23 53.08 20.85 20.94
SATT (Our Method) 47.29 17.84 23.20 46.56 16.40 20.79 54.31 22.18 23.02

REDTABS-MD&A Dataset

Method Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3
R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

LexRank 38.87 13.57 19.82 33.53 8.12 16.35 31.10 6.29 2.70
TextRank 39.93 14.78 21.63 34.13 8.62 17.00 31.49 6.09 15.05
CopyTransformer 45.99 23.39 29.59 25.40 6.10 13.44 20.86 3.88 5.57
BART 47.08 23.93 30.23 37.10 10.88 18.56 34.68 8.03 16.73
PEGASUS 46.59 22.11 28.34 37.09 10.17 17.84 35.49 8.09 16.36
BigBird-PEGASUS 46.97 22.53 28.85 38.38 11.30 18.97 35.96 8.47 16.82

Method Segment 4 Segment 5 Combined
R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

LexRank 29.25 4.99 14.15 29.08 4.51 13.88 44.34 13.90 17.79
TextRank 29.93 5.10 14.46 30.05 4.75 14.19 44.33 12.91 18.16
CopyTransformer 22.00 3.91 11.71 17.79 3.44 10.20 29.52 13.54 16.26
BART 33.11 6.29 15.34 33.36 6.14 15.30 50.91 19.14 21.85
PEGASUS 34.80 7.13 15.74 35.80 7.36 16.03 53.64 19.98 20.88
BigBird-PEGASUS 35.19 7.61 16.14 35.83 7.37 16.02 54.72 21.28 21.84
SATT (Our Method) 35.61 7.79 16.21 36.25 7.68 16.19 55.24 21.67 21.91

Table 3: Automatic evaluation results of each output summary segment and final combined summary on test sets of
REDTABS-Result and REDTABS-MD&A.

NP NC NS

REDTABS-ROO
SATT (Our Method) 15.72 30.81 20.82
BigBird-PEGASUS 13.15 23.82 16.95
PEGASUS 10.90 21.89 14.55
LexRank 14.68 10.96 12.55
TextRank 14.77 9.73 11.73

Last two summary segments in REDTABS-MD&A
SATT (Our Method) 10.76 17.21 13.24
BigBird-PEGASUS 9.74 15.90 12.08
PEGASUS 9.37 14.88 11.50
LexRank 12.15 11.18 11.64
TextRank 11.31 11.63 11.47

Table 4: Evaluation results of numbers in produced
summaries. Columns indicate: Number Precision (NP),
Number Coverage (NC), and Number Selection (NS).

BigBird-PEGASUS (Zaheer et al., 2020) com-528

bines the BigBird encoder with the decoder from529

the PEGASUS model (Zhang et al., 2020).530

5.2 Results and Discussion531

In this section, we present and analyze our exper-532

imental results. To compare the quality of sum-533

maries generated by different models, we first con-534

duct automatic evaluation and report the ROUGE535

F1 scores (Lin, 2004), including the overlap of uni-536

grams (R-1), bigrams (R-2), and longest common 537

subsequence (R-L). 538

We train and evaluate various advanced sum- 539

marization methods on the REDTABS-Overview 540

dataset and do not introduce the tabular data be- 541

cause the gold summaries in this dataset have 542

few quantitative descriptions, as discussed in sub- 543

section 3.3.1. Table 2 shows that these abstrac- 544

tive summarization models significantly outper- 545

form these extractive models on the REDTABS- 546

Overview dataset. And pretrained models model- 547

ing longer context do not show obvious advantages 548

since gold summaries in this dataset usually focus 549

more on the beginning of input documents. 550

We adopt our SATT method on the REDTABS- 551

Result dataset and the last two summary segments 552

of REDTABS-MD&A dataset since their target 553

summaries usually contain a lot of numerical in- 554

formation and quantitative descriptions. We re- 555

port ROUGE scores of produced summary seg- 556

ments and the final combined summary for the 557

REDTABS-Result dataset and the REDTABS- 558

MD&A dataset. As shown in Table 3, our model 559

significantly outperforms other baseline models 560

thanks to the incorporation of tabular information. 561

And the baseline model with the sparse attention 562
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Win Lose Tie Kappa

REDTABS-ROO
Informativeness 43.5% 21.0% 35.5% 0.657
Fluency 28.0% 26.5% 45.5% 0.617
Non-Redundancy 30.0% 25.5% 44.5% 0.634

REDTABS-MD&A
Informativeness 40.5% 22.0% 37.5% 0.660
Fluency 27.0% 25.5% 47.5% 0.623
Non-Redundancy 29.5% 27.5% 43.0% 0.621

Table 5: Human evaluation results. “Win” represents
the generated summary of our proposed method SATT
is better than that of BigBird-PEGASUS in one aspect.

mechanism (Zaheer et al., 2020), which enables563

the modeling of longer context, also shows its ad-564

vantage on these two datasets since the target sum-565

maries need to cover more content scattered in dif-566

ferent parts of input segments. The only exception567

is the first summary segment in the REDTABS-568

MD&A dataset, whose gold summaries’ proper-569

ties are similar to that of gold summaries in the570

REDTABS-Overview dataset.571

We also calculate the three metrics presented in572

subsection 3.4, for assessing selection of numeri-573

cal information in summaries produced by these574

summarization models. The results shows that our575

proposed method outperforms other baseline mod-576

els, and introducing the tabular data can improve577

the produced summaries’ coverage of numbers in578

gold summaries of the REDTABS-Result dataset579

and the REDTABS-MD&A dataset.580

In addition to automatic evaluation, we per-581

formed a human evaluation to compare the gen-582

erated summaries in terms of informativeness (the583

coverage of information from input documents),584

fluency (content organization and grammatical cor-585

rectness), and non-redundancy (less repetitive in-586

formation). We randomly selected 50 samples from587

the test set of the REDTABS-ROO dataset and the588

REDTABS-MD&A dataset, respectively. Four an-589

notators are required to compare two models’ gen-590

erated summaries that are presented anonymously.591

We also assess their agreements by Fleiss’ kappa592

(Fleiss, 1971). The human evaluation results in593

Table 5 exhibit that our method SATT significantly594

outperforms the BigBird-PEGASUS in terms of595

informativeness and is comparative in terms of flu-596

ency and non-redundancy.597

We also conduct the ablation study to validate the598

effectiveness of individual components in our pro-599

posed method. In Table 6, "w/o tabular data" refers600

to the BigBird-PEGASUS model (Zaheer et al.,601

R-1 R-2 R-L

REDTABS-ROO
SATT 54.31 22.18 23.02
w/o tabular data 53.08 20.85 20.94
w/o sparse attn 51.92 19.31 21.47
w/o input text 25.54 6.11 12.34

REDTABS-MD&A
SATT 55.24 21.67 21.91
w/o tabular data 54.72 21.28 21.84
w/o sparse attn 53.64 19.98 20.88

Table 6: Ablation study on the test sets of REDTABS-
ROO and REDTABS-MD&A. We report the ROUGE
scores of merged summaries here.

2020). The results confirm that incorporating the 602

tabular data is beneficial for report document sum- 603

marization, and the sparse attention in the encoder 604

also benefits our model’s performance. Besides, 605

we tried only using the data-to-text generation re- 606

sult as the produced summary, which is represented 607

by "w/o input text". The performance degradation 608

reveals that it is important to incorporate the textual 609

and tabular data into the summarization model. 610

In our experiments, we also found current neu- 611

ral abstractive summarization models still have 612

flaw in the fidelity to the input content, which can 613

cause errors in produced summaries. The segment- 614

alignment-based training approach can make it 615

possible to generate long summaries with exist- 616

ing summarization models. But it will also bring 617

some challenging issues, including minimizing the 618

loss of salient information, repetition avoidance, 619

and ensuring the cohesion between adjacent para- 620

graphs. We will do further research and improve 621

our method in future work. 622

6 Conclusion 623

In this paper, we introduce REDTABS, the first 624

collection of datasets for long text and multi-table 625

summarization, which are built on companies’ an- 626

nual reports. REDTABS includes three datasets 627

for summarizing these companies’ business, results 628

of operations, and overall conditions. We present 629

the Segment-Alignment-based long Text and multi- 630

Table summarization (SATT) method and a set of 631

evaluation metrics for assessing the numerical in- 632

formation in produced summaries. Dataset analy- 633

ses and experimental results reveal the importance 634

of incorporating textual and tabular data into the 635

report document summarization. 636
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A Appendix 804

A.1 Corpus Statistics 805

We do statistics on the length of the parsed text 806

and the number of tables in our collected annual 807

report corpus. Table 1 summarizes the statistical 808

information of our corpus. 809

Item Words Sents Tables

MD&A 11,108.46 299.94 11.10
Overview in MD&A 1,726.96 46.68 1.26
ROO in MD&A 1,038.21 25.48 2.00

Before MD&A 21,855.03 620.94 5.14
After MD&A 23,711.04 629.55 42.5

Table 7: Statistical information of our corpus. "Words"
and "Sent" denote the average number of words and
sentences in the different parts of parsed text. "Tables"
represents the average number of parsed tables. "ROO"
is the results of operations section

A.2 Diversity Analysis of Datasets 810

To measure how abstractive our summaries are, we 811

report the percentage of gold summaries’ n-grams, 812

which do not appear in input documents. Table 8 813

shows that our three datasets are similar to the ab- 814

stractiveness of previous document summarization 815

datasets. 816

Dataset % of novel n-grams in gold summary
unigrams bigrams trigrams 4-grams

CNN/DM 19.50 56.88 74.41 82.83
PubMed 18.38 49.97 69.21 78.42
arXiv 15.04 48.21 71.66 83.26

Overview 21.69 46.25 58.53 60.67
ROO 17.79 50.59 72.13 81.66
MD&A 14.59 44.64 62.42 69.49

Table 8: The proportion of novel n-grams in gold sum-
maries across different summarization datasets.

On the other hand, we also adopt three measures 817

defined by Grusky et al. (2018) for assessing the 818

extractive nature of specific dataset. In Equation 819

(4a), extractive fragment coverage measures the 820

percentage of words in the summary that are part 821

of an extractive fragment from the input document. 822

And Equation (4b) calculates the extractive frag- 823

ment density for assessing the average length of the 824

extractive fragment to which each word in the sum- 825

mary belongs. Besides, the compression ratio is the 826

word ratio between the articles and its summaries, 827

as shown in Equation (4c). 828
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Figure 1: Density and coverage distributions of three datasets.

COVERAGE(D,S)=
1

|S|
∑

f∈F (D,S)

|f | (4a)829

DENSITY(D,S)=
1

|S|
∑

f∈F (D,S)

|f |2 (4b)830

COMPRESSION(D,S)=
|D|
|S|

(4c)831

Results of these three measures are visualized us-832

ing kernel density estimation. Figure 1 shows that833

the coverage and density of our datasets are higher834

than that of previous datasets. And the variability835

along the y-axis (extractive fragment density) sug-836

gests varying styles of word sequence arrangement837

in gold summaries.838

A.3 An Example in REDTABS839

Figure 2 shows an example in the REDTABS-ROO840

dataset, in which the content of gold summary841

come from two different paragraphs and three ta-842

bles in the same report document. And it is col-843

lected from Apple’s Form 10-K in 2017.844
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Weakening of foreign currencies relative to the U.S. dollar adversely affects the U.S.
dollar value of the Company’s foreign currency-denominated sales and earnings .....  
In May 2017, the Company’s Board of Directors increased the total capital return
program from $250 billion to $300 billion, which included an increase in the share
repurchase authorization from $175 billion to $210 billion of the Company’s common
stock. Additionally, the Company announced that the Board of Directors raised the
Company’s quarterly cash dividend from $0.57 to $0.63 per share, beginning with the
dividend paid during the third quarter of 2017.
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Sales Data

Greater China

2017 Change 2016

6% 215,639229,234

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS
OF CASH FLOWS

Years ended
September 30, 2017

Payments for dividends
and dividend equivalents (12,769)

Repurchases of
common stock (32,900)Total net sales

(8)% 48,49244,764

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

Ta
bl
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2

Net Sales by Operating
Segment:

Ta
bl

e 
3

Term Debt

2017

Fourth quarter 2017 Canadian dollar-
denominated debt issuance of C$2.5 billion:

Amount (in millions)

Third quarter 2017 euro-denominated
debt issuance of €2.5 billion:

Fixed-rate 0.875% notes 1,469

Fixed-rate 2.513% notes 2,017

...
...

...
...

Gold Summary
Net sales increased 6% or $13.6 billion during 2017 compared to 2016, primarily
driven by growth in Services, iPhone, and Mac. The year-over-year increase in
net sales reflected growth in each of the geographic operating segments, with the
exception of Greater China. The weakness in foreign currencies relative to the
U.S. dollar had an unfavorable impact on net sales during 2017 compared to
2016. In May 2017, the Company announced an increase to its capital return
program by raising the expected total size of the program from $250 billion to
$300 billion through March 2019. This included increasing its share repurchase
authorization from $175 billion to $210 billion and raising its quarterly dividend
from $0.57 to $0.63 per share beginning in May 2017. During 2017, the Company
spent $33.0 billion to repurchase shares of its common stock and paid dividends
and dividend equivalents of $12.8 billion. Additionally, the Company issued $24.0
billion of U.S. dollar-denominated term debt, €2.5 billion of euro-denominated
term debt and C$2.5 billion of Canadian dollar-denominated term debt during
2017.

Financing activities:

Figure 2: One example in the REDTABS-ROO dataset. Part of AAPL 2017 Form 10-K
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